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BMET as a career

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

1. describe the role of a BMET

2. list and describe potential employers of a BMET

3. characterize field service representatives

4. list and describe the many job functions of a BMET

5. list and characterize the certification requirements

6. list and describe related professional societies and journals
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What is the name of this career?

There are many definitions for what the letters BMET stand for –

biomedical equipment technician, biomedical electronics technol-

ogy, medical maintenance, biomedical engineering technologist,

biomedical engineer, medical engineer, medical equipment repair

technician, and many more. In general, it is the title for someone

who works in the clinical setting and supports the equipment

involved in patient care.

At different hospitals, staff may have a wide variety of titles.

Staff may be called the “biomeds,” “clinical engineers,” or the

“equipment guys.” In some hospitals, BMETs may be responsible

for everything from printers to computers to DVD players in the

rooms of patients. In some hospitals, BMETs work for the

maintenance departments and wear janitor’s jumpsuits. Other

hospitals hire a wide range of technical staff who wear lab coats,

monogrammed polo shirts, or dress shirts.

Because there is so little uniformity, it can be difficult for the

career field to get the recognition it deserves. Some basic facts are

true for most BMETs.

What do BMETs do?

Most BMETs perform several main categories of job function. In

general, BMETs are responsible for the support of the technology

used in health care. This support assures the safe use of equipment

and the best possible patient care. BMETs work closely with

medical staff tomake sure technology is used safely and effectively.

Ultimately, the customer of BMET services is the patient,

although many times the patient and BMET are not in the same
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place at the same time. Most experienced BMETs define the best

BMET as one who thinks of each patient as a relative or loved

one. The care and attention one would expect under these cir-

cumstances should drive a BMET’s job performance.

Who employs BMETs?

Generally, there are three groups of employers of BMETs: hos-

pitals, outside service providers, and themanufacturers themselves.

Those who work for the hospital directly or an outside service

organization (OSA) or independent service organization (ISO)may

appear the same to clinical staff. Some employment issues (bene-

fits, etc.) could be different, but the work-related duties are likely to

be similar. Often, when employees work for a manufacturer they

are identified as field service representatives or FSRs.

Hospital-employed BMETs generally have the following

responsibilities:

▶ Equipment repair and troubleshooting – BMETs fix

equipment that is not functioning as expected. This repair

may or may not be done “in the shop.” BMETs may need to

retrieve equipment that has a “broke” signattached to it, or they

may be called to the operating room during a case. Figure 1.1

shows a BMET working on a physiological monitor at her

workstation in the clinical engineering shop of the hospital.

▶ Preventative maintenance (PM) – BMETs routinely verify

the performance of almost all equipment. This involves

evaluating the performance of every aspect of a device and

checking or replacing parts to ensure consistent, dependable

service. PM may include conducting calibrations and
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safety checks as well as removing the “white dust” that comes

from bed linens, a task that occupies a great deal of the

fledgling BMET’s time. Performing preventive maintenance is

a great way to learn about all the features of an instrument,

and the experience can assist a BMET in future

troubleshooting. This type of activity is sometimes called

performance assurance. Figure 1.2 shows a BMET performing

PM on a ventilator.

Figure 1.1. A BMET works in the shop on a physiological monitor.
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Figure 1.2. A BMET calibrates a ventilator.
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▶ Staff support – BMETs provide both formal and informal

equipment instruction to many groups including the users

of equipment and other BMETs. BMETs may arrange and

lead an in-service meeting during a staff meeting to introduce

a new device and train staff. BMETs also work one-on-one

with a staff member. Excellent customer service is vital to

effective job performance.

▶ Pre-purchase evaluation – As new equipment (new models

or entirely new devices) is considered for purchase, many

BMETs are involved in the selection decisions, usually working

very closely with the medical staff. As medical technology

becomes interwoven with other medical equipment in the

hospital, the cross-departmental interactions often fall to

BMETs.

▶ Incident investigation – When there are problems with

equipment, experienced BMETs are often part of the team

that evaluates issues surrounding a malfunction.

▶ Incoming testing – When new devices arrive at the hospital,

BMETs must verify that every aspect of every piece of

equipment functions properly.

▶ Adaptations/modifications – BMETs are occasionally asked

to modify equipment to better medically serve clinical staff as

well as better serve a patient with restrictions or limitations.

▶ Departmental development/training classes – Departments

have meetings and other activities that must be documented.

Documentation of activities is a required departmental

activity. Accreditation bodies have a policy that basically

concludes: “if it is not written down, it did not happen.” In

addition, BMETs are often expected to participate in

additional training, which is usually device specific and

often offered by the manufacturer.
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▶ Updates –When manufacturers change or update equipment

(for example, software) the BMET installs or makes the

necessary changes.

▶ Safety board – BMETs help to set policies and investigate

problems, especially regarding hospital process efficiency and

staff training. In addition, plans for emergencies include

medical equipment, and BMETs contribute to these disaster

plans.

Non-hospital-employed BMETs take on a number of the

previous responsibilities in addition to some of the following

functions:

▶ Telephone support – Some BMETs answer phone lines to

assist users of equipment as well as technicians who are

attempting to make a repair.

▶ Sales – Some BMETs work for a manufacturer, outside

service organization, or repair depot as a salesperson.

▶ New equipment design – Some BMETs work for a

manufacturer and design new devices.

In general, most hospital-based BMETs work “hospital” hours:

7 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. (or something like that) Monday through

Friday. While some institutions do have shifts on weekends, most

shops do not staff nights or weekends. Policies for “on-call”

coverage vary, although most hospitals easily deal with problems

“off hours” with minimal weekend and night trips back to work.

Table 1.1 shows the standardized definitions for people who

support medical equipment technology. Levels have been iden-

tified based on years of experience, and this table also explains the

higher education requirements that are most common (although

not absolutely required).
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TABLE 1.1. AAMI job descriptions

BMET I – An entry-level or junior biomedical equipment technician (BMET). Works under
close supervision. Performs skilledwork onpreventivemaintenance, repair, safety testing, and
recording functional test data. Not certified. Usually has less than four years of experience.

BMET II – A BMET who usually has a two-year degree or higher. Has good knowledge
of schematics and works independently on repairs, safety testing, and preventive
maintenance (PM). Maintains records, writes reports, and coordinates outside repairs.
Average experience is eight years.

BMET III – A highly experienced or specialized BMET usually having an AS (two-year)
degree or higher. Has substantial experience and may be certified (CBET). Does highly
skilled work of considerable difficulty. Has comprehensive knowledge of practices,
procedures, and types of equipment. Average experience is 12 years.

Equipment Specialist – A highly specialized BMET having special training or
equivalent experience in lab equipment (LES) or radiology equipment (RES). Usually
has an AS (two-year) degree or higher. Performs highly skilled work of considerable
difficulty and may hold certification as CLES or CRES.

BMET Supervisor – A BMET who supervises others. Has a significant amount of
training, education, or equivalent experience. Most have a BS (four-year) degree or
higher. Schedules and assigns work to subordinates, but also continues to do highly
skilled repairs. Has comprehensive knowledge of practices, procedures, and types of
equipment. Average experience is 13 years.

Clinical Engineer – A graduate engineer holding a BS, MS, or PhD. Performs
engineering-level work of considerable difficulty. Has the ability to modify devices and
do analysis of devices and systems.

Clinical Engineering Supervisor – A clinical engineer who supervises BMET/peer/
subordinate clinical engineers; may also supervise equipment specialists. Usually
degreed engineer at BA, MS, or PhD level. Average experience is 21 years.

Director/Department Manager –Most are educated or experienced as clinical engineers or
BMETs, but others may be trained in administration or business or have extensive health
care supervisory experience. Most have a significant amount of technical or management
experience and the skills to select high-tech equipment and acquire, maintain, and repair
equipment. Supervises BMETs, clinical engineers, and support personnel. May also be the
chief technology officer or vice president for health care technology.

IT Technologist/Technician – An IT technologist/technician manages projects in the
areas of system administration, software development, and network security and
provides direct technical support in at least one of these areas.

Source: Biomedical Instrumentation and Technology, January 2008, p. 26. Reprinted with permission
from Biomedical Instrumentation & Technology, a peer-reviewed journal by the Association for
the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation. Visit www.aami.org to learn more about AAMI or
to view BI&T’s current issue.
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Field service representatives

Field service representatives (FSRs) are generally employed by the

manufacturer of a medical device or technology. This person

represents the company by servicing or supporting (training, for

example) a particular device or group of devices at the clinical

site. Sometimes these BMETs are called field service engineers,

equipment specialists, or customer engineers.

In general, field service representatives perform many of the

job functions of general BMETs. The proportion of the time

spent on the various facets of the job shifts when FSRs focus on

one type or group of equipment. In addition, some FSRs are very

specialized as trainers or do mainly repairs and therefore have a

very narrow range of duties.

Generally, FSRs are commonly used in such areas as radiology

(imaging), clinical laboratory, anesthesia, LASERs, and operating

room equipment, to name a few. Most common is imaging and

clinical lab since they involve very complex, very expensive equip-

ment that requires in-depth (weeks or months of) training. It is a

significant financial and personnel commitment for individual

institutions to train people to support a single device (or a few)

that one hospital owns. By spreading the technical skills of an FSR

over several hospitals, support expenses to the institution may be

less. Or, contracting for service may be the only option an insti-

tution has to provide a skilled technician who can support the

device (irrespective of cost).

Most field service representatives work under a service con-

tract purchased by a clinical facility. Some manufacturers require

that service only be performed by their own FSRs. In addition,

service contracts can be efficient for the institution because a

highly trained person will respond quickly. This may be especially
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true when downtime of a particular device adversely affects

patient care.

There are generally two types of service contracts. A full

service contract specifies that an FSR will respond within a cer-

tain period of time and repair the equipment with no additional

costs. The exact financial arrangement and details are usually

negotiated. Another category of service contract provides less

comprehensive service. For example, the contract may be “time

and materials” – this allows a hospital to have access to an FSR

and still pay them an hourly rate (usually with a minimum

number of hours) as well as the cost of the parts. Some service

contracts allow in-house BMETs to look at the device to try to

identify any simple issues; this first-response technique may also

include phone technical support for the in-house BMET.

Many FSRs travel between clinical sites. In some territories,

this travel may be minutes, in larger states, the amount of time on

the road can be hours. The territory that an FSR covers may also

impact the number of nights that are not spent at home. Many

FSRs work out of their car, stocking parts in the trunk and

completing paperwork in hotel rooms or at home. Many FSRs are

on call 24 x 7 and may be required to stay at a site until a repair is

complete. Overtime is relatively common, and their schedule may

not be very predictable. To compensate BMETs for these chal-

lenges, the salaries offered to field service reps are usually very good

(and often higher than hospital-based BMETs). Benefits often

include a company car and other travel expenses. There may be

incentives and bonuses available. Long-term salary surveys show

large salary improvements for those BMETs who specialize in

areas such as imaging and the clinical lab.

Many BMET students express an interest in specialization,

mainly because of the high salary potential. It may be difficult to
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